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downloaddbzgamesforpchighlycompressedlessthan20mb downloaddbzgamesforpchighlycompressedlessthan20mb No related
items found. From: pudibun on Sun, 11 Mar 2001 22:48:28 +1030 Subject: [discuss] Re: FEBA WAZ Hi guys, I'm the owner of
WAZ and I was wondering if I could get a few of you to test the new version of WAZ. Its been a while since I wrote a new
release and I've fixed many of the problems that people had with the last version, and I'm happy to say I think I've got
everything ready for a release (I think). I've updated the FAQ, the Help, and the Instruction manuals (I'm uploading them as I'm
talking), and I've also got an Audio CD for the installation programs. If you could drop me a line at
pudibun@palmbeach.isdn.crc.com.au and tell me which CD-R you have installed, I'll be happy to send you a copy (I will only
send the intro/introduction part though). Thanks! Pudibun From: hankc on Sun, 11 Mar 2001 22:40:36 +1000 Subject: [discuss]
Re: FEBA WAZ Hi pudibun, I can test if you provide me with the install disc of which version. (i'll need a.rar archive) Regards,
HankC. From: pudibun on Sun, 11 Mar 2001 22:47:50 +1000 Subject: [discuss] Re: FEBA WAZ Hi HankC, I've just finished
uploading a copy of the WAZ intro and help for your CD-R. The reason for this is that WAZ, despite all its modern features, is
still a very simple program, so I wanted to keep the file size as low as possible. If you download the intro CD, I'll be glad to send
you a copy
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